
Relationship Chart

Name D.O.B. Birthday No Gift Challenge Mission

Wayne 24 10 1985 6 1 5 3
Jack Wilsher 01 01 1992 1 1 3 5
Daniel Sturridge 01 09 1989 1 9 9 1
England V Italy 14 06 2014 5 6 7 9
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This ‘Relationship Chart’ illustrates how effectively Wayne, Jack and Daniel may be able to work 
together during the above match and how their individual worlds may expand greatly as a result.  
 
This match may be a particularly important for Wayne Rooney. He may clash a little with Jack, who 
might not always take things as seriously as he does and who may also have his own ideas as to how 
things should be done. But by working with Jack and Daniel, Wayne may truly demonstrate his skills 
and talent. 

Relationship Chart: Wayne Rooney, Jack Wilsher, Daniel Sturridge and the 
Date of England V Italy Match (14/06/14) 

Something Wayne, Jack and Daniel all share in dominant 1 energy, this means they all have great will 
power and have to do things in their own way.  However, the gift that comes from Saturday’s date is 
such a sense of responsibility that they all truly focus on working together harmoniously, giving each 
other as much space as possible to do things in their own way. This however, may be a lot easier for 
Wayne and Jack to achieve, leaving Daniel at times feeling isolated and misunderstood. 

This match may bring to a head everyone’s fear of not being good enough, particularly Daniel’s. They 
all want to inspire with their work and may come across as more confident then they feel inside.  

Taking full responsibility and striving for perfection is the starting point for Wayne, who can be 
ruthless about getting what he wants. The challenge with tomorrow’s date is to trust that inner 
voice and to follow it, something that Jack may find very easy to do.  
 
The starting point of Saturday’s date is 14/ 5 which represents ‘the messenger’, this can mean the 
words pouring out of everyone and there is the potential for frustration and emotion to make things 
quite explosive. Wayne is very determined and may show great emotional control during this match, 
Jack and Daniel may however clearly show their frustrations.  
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